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Executive Summary
The intention of this project was (and still is) to explore the possibilities of using
complex and seemingly organic forms in a typical digital workflow for designers,
be they Landscape architects, Architects, sculptors or product designers. This
includes the capturing, creation, generation, and visualisation of these forms as
well as the potentialities and limitations of different techniques. For the ANZASCA
conference I collaborated with two other staff members Nikolay Popov who has
an interest in cellular automata and Brett Orams who is has an interest in
procedural modelling. Together we wrote a very detailed paper that I presented at
the conference. I’m currently looking for other conferences to present more
detailed studies of certain aspects of this original paper (which was very well
received).
Background
The demands of Landscape Architects and Architects use of organic and
sculptural forms at various scales heavily fuelled this project. In a typical project a
designer is often faced with three challenges, how to create a digital model, how
to enhance their design and how to visualise the final product. However due to
the limitations of typical CAD programs used in the industry as a stand alone
solution for digital representation the designer may end up representing complex
form by illustrating either by photographic means or hand rendering. While these
two methods have their place as representational tools it limits the techniques
available to the designer to manipulate and interrogate these forms as they would
with a typical CAD model.
Aims and Objectives
The difficulty to produce digital models of complex forms limits the methods to
visualise a design and often mutes the detail presented. This project explored
different workflows that a designer can utilise in a project that uses forms not
easily created using traditional techniques or typical CAD tools. This could be the
digitising of an existing form such as a carving or the creation of a new form
utilising parametric modelling techniques and/or particle dynamics. It also looks at
how to represent form in a way that extends beyond the use of plans, sections
and photo-renders using current available technologies (eg 3D imagery,
animation and rapid prototyping). I did intend to present a clear workflow for
others to follow however it became obvious at an early stage that this was not
possible as the workflow for any form would differ greatly depending on the users
experience, the form to be created and the intended outcomes of their project,
instead I tried to be more generic in my explanation so that the process could be
understood and adapted rather than followed step by step.
Methodology
Drawing on my existing knowledge of 3D applications and digital techniques I
looked at ways that I could use these tools in ways they may not have been
intended (eg using particle dynamics to create form according to predefined
rules, rather than a fluid or gas in a Hollywood blockbuster). I looked at many

different software solutions and read a lot about scripting within these packages
to achieve the results I sought.
Outcomes/findings
The paper presented at the ANZASCA conference (attached to this document) is
a direct output of this research in addition to that I have some physical rapid
prototyped models, animations and renders of the forms produced from this
research (example below).

Conclusions
This research covered many different approaches to digitise complex form and
even though many of the investigations have been relatively simple they could
easily be developed further to interrogate a design and perhaps even drive a
design. As a process that creates complex form cannot have a predicted
outcome the creation within a digital workflow must either take an algorithmic
approach or replicate one that has been created within natural processes. As the
use of generic CAD tools seldom allow for this we must take an alternative
approach to creating form outside of these applications in new and innovative
ways. Evolutionary design is not just a computer search in some type of
parametric space, but it creates new space that accommodates the design. In
hindsight this project may have been a little too broad as each of the topics
explored rapidly became more complex however the long term advantage is it’s
left me with plenty more to work on.

Implications
My students are already benefiting from this research as many of the techniques
used for this project can be used in my classes. It has also created links that
span different disciplines within the faculty that I intend to develop further. I had
good attendance to my talk at ANZSCA, which sparked some great
conversations with individuals from visiting universities. I’ve also posted this work
to my blog, which receives a lot of traffic from people searching for complex form
(esp particle derived form). I’m currently concentrating on certain aspects of this
research for future publications/conferences (namely fractals and particle driven
form).
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Abstract: The demands of Landscape Architects and Architects use of organic and complex forms at
various scales heavily fuel this project. In a typical project a designer is often faced with three challenges,
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However due to the limitations of typical CAD programs used in the industry as a stand alone solution
for digital representation the designer may end up representing complex form by illustrating either by
photographic means or hand rendering. While these two methods have their place as representational
tools it limits the techniques available to the designer to manipulate and interrogate these forms as
[OL`^V\SK^P[OH[`WPJHS*(+TVKLS;OLKPMÄJ\S[`[VWYVK\JLKPNP[HSTVKLSZVMJVTWSL_MVYTZSPTP[Z
the methods to visualise the design and often mutes the detail presented. In this paper we will look at
techniques for digitising and manipulating the complex form in various ways.
!"#$%&'(#)%"
Traditionally design has been represented as drawings, be it technical plans or rendered perspectives. When the
MVYT ILJVTLZ [VV KPMÄJ\S[ [V JVTT\UPJH[L VY YLSH[L [V ZJHSLK WO`ZPJHS TVKLSZ HYL LTWSV`LK ^OPJO HSSV^ [OL
viewer to engage with the forms three dimensions while at the same time allowing an alternative way of interpreting
it. This basic approach is still used although the tools the designer can employ appear vastly different to those of the
past. Computers have introduced many new modelling and visualisation techniques, however the success of this is
very much dependent on the designers technical skill and the form being created.
Organic and complex forms have always been popular in all form of design and are commonly inspired by natural
WYVJLZZLZ/V^L]LYPUUH[\YL[OLMVYTVMHUVIQLJ[PZK\L[V]LY`JVTWSL_PU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[OTHU`PUÅ\LUJPUNMHJ[VYZ
These forms can be created via three dimensional modelling techniques, programmed algorithms or a combination
of both but as the form becomes more complex the representation and manipulation of it becomes correspondingly
more complex. A simple box for example can be easily created and manipulated however vegetation, rocks, fabrics,
VYSHUKZJHWLZTH`WYV]L[VILTVYLKPMÄJ\S[/V^[OLUKV^LKLHS^P[O[OYLLKPTLUZPVUHSVIQLJ[Z[OH[HYLUV[LHZPS`
represented by basic primitives and what opportunities does it open up to the design process?
*$+,#)"-.*%/01+2.3%$/4
There is a plethora of tools and techniques available to create 3D form digitally
however these can be organised into three major categories;
 Capture: In which the physical form is digitised.
 Model: Created within a software application by direct manipulation.
 Programme. Form derived via a set of variables and algorithms.
Any one or a combination of these could be used to create an object. For example
I could 3D scan a marble sculpture modify it in a 3D modelling application then
run it through a script that distorts its surface (see Fig. 1). With almost all digital
^VYRÅV^ZLHJOVM[OLZLWYVJLZZLZHYLPUZVTL^H`YLSPHU[VUH[SLHZ[VULVM
the others. 3D scanners almost always rely on the user removing or manipulating
parts of the form, 3D modelling will in most cases employ procedural tools to
enhance the form. However each of these three categories of creating form
presents limitations and opportunities to the design process which will be
described hereafter.

3)-4.89.Manipulated 3D
scan of a small statue
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used with it. The three main types of 3D objects that are currently available in 3D applications are; Voxels, NURBS,
HUK7VS`NVUZ:\IKP]PZPVUHUKZTVV[OLKZ\YMHJLZ-PNHYLHYLÄULK7VS`NVUZ\YMHJL-HYPU
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3)-4.:9.Types of surfaces.
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Voxels can be thought of as a three dimensional raster images. A raster image (like those taken with a digital camera)
is made up of many pixels that form an image. Voxels are very similar except instead of two dimensional pixels
voxels are three dimensional, like building blocks. The surface of a voxel model is normally smoothed however the
image in Fig. 2 shows what a voxel sphere would look like if it was not. The big advantage of voxel sculpting over
other techniques is way a surface can be reshaped. if you pull on a polygon surface stretching of the faces occurs
which will require more polygons to be created before further sculpting can take place. However pulling a voxel
surface creates new voxels as it does therefore the experience is more tactile. Very few applications allow for direct
Voxel sculpting, in fact all the big applications (Maya, 3D Max, Rhino, Houdini, etc) at the time of writing did not
OH]L=V_LSZJ\SW[PUN[VVSZOV^L]LYZVTLKV\ZL[OLTPU[LYUHSS`/V\KPUPHUK4H`H»ZÅ\PKZPT\SH[PVU\ZLZ=V_LSZ
There are a handful of voxel modelling applications, one being online and allows for very crude voxel sculpting
O[[W!R`\JVUJVTXISVJR;OLZPTWSLTVKLSZWYVK\JLKJHUILTHUPW\SH[LKPUYLHS[PTLVU[OL^LIZP[LHUK[HRL
VUH]LY`»ZJVTW\[LYHY[MLLS(MHYTVYLHK]HUJLK[VVSPZ7PSN^H`Z+*VH[^OPJOOHZTHU`[VVSZ[VZJ\SW[[OL
surface. Compared to other sculpting applications it feels more like working with clay, adding and removing volume
from the surface. It has the ability to convert imported geometry from polygon data into voxels, which can then be
ZJ\SW[LKL_WVY[LKIHJRHZHWVS`NVUZ\YMHJLHUKM\Y[OLYTHUPW\SH[LKYLUKLYLKPUHUV[OLYHWWSPJH[PVU+JVH[HSZV
has very good polygon editing, resurfacing and texturing tools that can be used for geometry created. Some game
LUNPULZOH]L\ZLK]V_LSZMVY[LYYHPUZPUZ[LHKVMOLPNO[THWZHUPTHNL[OH[KLÄULZaOLPNO[ZMVYHNYPKVMWVS`NVUZ
as it allows for caves, overhangs, and arches.
<=>?5
0U[OLLHYS` »ZHUL^^H`VMJYLH[PUNZ\YMHJLZ^HZHWWLHYPUNPU+ZVM[^HYLJHSSLKNon-uniform rational basis
splines VY ¸5<9):¹ ;OL [LJOUPX\L \ZLZ H Z`Z[LT ZPTPSHY [V )taPLY J\Y]LZ HSZV RUV^U HZ ):WSPULZ VYPNPUHSS`
KL]LSVWLKPU[OL»Z+LTWZRP;OLZLZ\YMHJLZHYLKLÄULKI`JVU[YVSWVPU[Z[OH[PUÅ\LUJL[OLZ\YMHJLYH[OLY
[OHUHJVSSLJ[PVUVMÄ_LKWVPU[ZJVUULJ[LKPUZWHJLWVS`NVUZ\YMHJL;OLZLJVU[YVSWVPU[ZJHUILVU[OLZ\YMHJL
of the object or as a weighted force, like an adjustable rubber band pulling on the surface. As a NURBS surface
PZTH[OLTH[PJHSS`NLULYH[LKP[[OLVYL[PJHSS`OHZHUPUÄUP[LYLZVS\[PVUYLZ\S[PUNPU]LY`ZTVV[OZ\YMHJLZKLWLUKLU[
VU [OL ZVM[^HYL HUK P[»Z ZL[[PUNZ (Z [OL Z\YMHJL PZ PU[LYWYL[LK I` [OL ZVM[^HYL [OL SL]LS VM KL[HPS 3V+ JHU IL
adjusted, whereas a traditional polygon surface can not. NURBS for a long time where all the rage especially for
ZTVV[OZ\YMHJLZHUKTVZ[TVKLYU+HWWSPJH[PVUZZ\WWVY[[OLTOV^L]LY[OL`KVOH]LSPTP[H[PVUZ"[OL`»YLKPMÄJ\S[
[V[L_[\YLPUÅL_PISLLZW^OLUILPUN\ZLKPUKPMMLYLU[WYVNYHTZHUKHYLKPMÄJ\S[[V\ZL^OLUTVKLSSPUNJVTWSL_
objects.
@%1A-%"./%&+11)"-.
The traditional and most common form of 3D modelling is to use
HJVSSLJ[PVUVMWVS`NVUZLHJOVM^OPJOHYLKLÄULKPUH+ZWHJL
A polygon surface is made up vertices (a point in space) connected
by edges to form a network of faces (typically triangular or
quadrangular faces). These surfaces are simple to process
(compared to NURBS), very portable, easy to work with and may
also store additional information about the object for example the
ºUVYTHS»KPYLJ[PVUVMLHJOMHJL]LY[L_HUKHº<=THW»[VWLYTP[
[OLÄ_PUNVM[L_[\YLZ[V[OLZ\YMHJL

3)-4.B9.4H`H»Z:\IKP]PZPVUWYV_`
The polygon sphere on the left controls the
shape of the subdivided sphere on the right.

In recent years polygon modelling has seen a resurgence
with simple modelling tools like the popular (and free)
.VVNSL:RL[JO<W/V^L]LYOPNOLUKTVKLSSPUNOHZHSZV
seen a similar gain in popularity with the introduction
VM Z\IKP]PZPVU Z\YMHJLZ HUK V[OLY Z\YMHJL TVKPÄLYZ LN
4H`H»ZZTVV[OWVS`NVUMLH[\YL6ULPUJYLKPIS`WV^LYM\S
MLH[\YLPU4H`HPZP[»ZZ\IKP]PZPVUWYV_`TLZO[VVS-PN
This gives you the ability to model using simple polygon
tools which in real time creates a separate more complex
Z\IKP]PZPVU Z\YMHJL ;OPZ NP]LZ `V\ [OL HIPSP[` [V KLÄUL
both the general shape plus control the crease weighting
of the edges. The Image seen in Fig. 4 was modelled in
Maya from a deformed polygon cube that was then cut up
into many faces using a script. Each of the edges where
\ZLK[VKPJ[H[L[OLÄUHSNLVTL[Y`^OPSLZVTLVM[OLMHJLZ
were removed to produce holes. The resulting mesh
was smoothed and further manipulated to clean up the
surface then rendered into a HDR scene (high dynamic
range images contain more information about the light
than a standard raster image therefore producing realistic
lighting on the rendered model).
3)-4.C9.Complex cube created in Maya
and rendered into a HDR scene.

BD.7(,"")"An obvious way to digitise a form is to capture the object itself. This
technology has been around for a long time however the ability to create
accurate models has only recently been accessible to the general public.
;OL+TVKLSZLLUPU-PN^HZHZJHUVMHZTHSSHWWYV_JTOPNO
THYISLZ[H[\LHUK[VVRHIV\[OV\YZ[VJHW[\YLHUKWYVJLZZ\ZPUNH
desktop 3D scanner from NextEngine. The NextEngine scanner uses a
[LJOUPX\LZ[OH[ÄYLZHSHZLYH[[OLVIQLJ[^OPSL[HRPUNPTHNLZVM^OLYL
the laser hits the surface resulting in a accurate surface to approximately
TTHJJ\YHJ`(S[OV\NO+ZJHUUPUNZLLTZSPRLHZPTWSLWYVJLZZ
in practice it seldom is. Many issues may arise and are dependent on
the technology and the object being scanned. In this case the surface
THYISLJHUHIZVYIHUKZJH[[LY[OLSHZLYSPNO[YLZ\S[PUNPUHYV\NOÄUPZO
however the use of chalk dust can reduce this. Multiple scans from many
different angles are required to capture the entire surface especially as
ZVTLHYLHZVM[OLTVKLSHYLKPMÄJ\S[[VNL[[OLSHZLYSPNO[PU[V^OPSLHSZV
ºZLLPUN»P[MYVT[OLVMMZL[JHTLYHYLZ\S[PUNPUOVSLZVYPUHJJ\YH[LZ\YMHJLZ

3)-4.K9.3D Scan of a Lyonel
.YHU[)YVUaL*HZ[PUN
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create an object (and sometime manipulate other relevant objects) by use of parameters, programmed algorithms
HUKSPURLKNLVTL[Y`-VYL_HTWSL0UTHU`HWWSPJH[PVUZP[»ZWVZZPISL[VJYLH[LH^HSSI`KLÄUPUN]HYPHISLZZ\JOHZ
height, length, width, material, structure, etc. It is then possible to place a window object into this wall in a similar
MHZOPVUOV^L]LY[OL^HSS^PSS[OLUULLKHOVSLJ\[PUP[[OPZPZ^OLYL[OLºPU[LSSPNLUJL»JVTLZPUHSTVZ[THNPJHSS`HUK
without user interaction a hole appears in the wall to accommodate the window. From here we can create timber
framing, foundations, wall accessories (eg architraves, skirting, sills, etc), and produce a bill of materials, all without
KLÄUPUNHU`NLVTL[Y`(S[OV\NO[OPZPZHYH[OLYZPTWSLL_HTWSL[OLYLHYLMHYTVYLJVTWSL_[VVSZHUK[OPZPZHUHYLH
in the CAD world that is vastly expanding.
0U+TVKLSSPUNHWWSPJH[PVUZWHYHTL[YPJWYVJLK\YHSVIQLJ[ZHUK[VVSZHYLIV[OJVTTVUHUKPUKPZWLUZHISLOV^L]LY
they do differ. At the most simple level we can create primitives, spheres, cubes, pyramids, etc without the need to
KLÄULHJVTWSL_ZL[VMWVS`NVUZ([[OLV[OLYLUKVM[OLZJHSL^LJHUZPT\SH[LWO`ZPJHSK`UHTPJZ"NYH]P[`^PUK
JOHVZMVYJLÄLSKZTH[LYPHSP[`HZ^LSSHZZJYPW[LKWYVJLK\YHSTHUPW\SH[PVUZ^OPJOHSSV^MVY[OLJYLH[PVUVMJVTWSL_
systems and ultimately form.
@$%(+&'$,1.0%1A-%"./%&+11)"-.%6.F,+(G+1.>,&)%1,$),.)".BD.5#'&)%.H,2
Ernst Haeckel was an eminent 19th century German biologist who, among
V[OLY [OPUNZ JVPULK [OL [LYT º,JVSVN`» HUK PZ [OL ÄYZ[ WLYZVU [V OH]L
ILLU RUV^U [V \ZL [OL WOYHZL º-PYZ[ >VYSK >HY» /L HSZV WYVSPÄJHSS`
produced highly detailed drawings of life forms and microscopic
VYNHUPZTZ/PZTVZ[MHTV\Z^VYRº2\UZ[MVYTLUKLY5H[\Y»(Y[-VYTZPU
5H[\YL^HZW\ISPZOLKPU <ZPUNZLSLJ[LKYLUKLYPUNZMYVTWSH[LZPU
º2\UZ[MVYTLU» HZ IV[O PUZWPYH[PVU HUK YLMLYLUJL )YL[[ 6YHTZ OHZ
developed various techniques of procedural polygon modelling in
(\[VKLZR»Z º+ :[\KPV 4H_» ZVM[^HYL [V JYLH[L [OYLL KPTLUZPVUHS
representations of a number of the microscopic marine organisms known
as Radiolaria and Diatomea (Fig. 6 & Fig. 7).
;OLTVKLSSPUN[`WPJHSS`ILNPUZ^P[OHºWYPTP[P]L»VIQLJ[HNLVZWOLYLMVY
PUZ[HUJLHUKL]VS]LZ[OLTVKLSPUJYLHZPUNKL[HPSHUKJVTWSL_P[`^P[O
ºTVKPÄLYZ» SPRL ºLKP[ WVS`» ºKPZWSHJL» ºZOLSS» HUK ºTLZO ZTVV[O» ;OLZL
WYVJLK\YHSTVKPÄLYZJVUZLX\LU[S`WYV]PKLHºI\PSKOPZ[VY`»VM[OLTVKLS
which can be sequentially turned on or off to illustrate the stages of
JVUZ[Y\J[PVUVM[OLÄUHS]PY[\HSVIQLJ[4\JO[PTLPZZWLU[THUPW\SH[PUN
the geometry, texture and bump mapping, lighting, and render settings
[V HJOPL]L [OL PKLHS LT\SH[PVU HUK + LUOHUJLTLU[ VM ]VU /HLJRLS»Z
detailed 19th century 2D drawings.

3)-4.L9.Radiolarian 3D model.
Hexancistra quadricuspis

*VTWSL_+TVKLSZJHUILTHKLI`\ZPUN+PTHNLZVMYLHS^VYSK+
objects of any scale as a starting point, and then developing techniques
and using imagination to visualise what the original 3D object looked like
MYVTHU`HUNSL;OL[YHUZSH[PVUIHJR[VHWO`ZPJHSMVYTMYVT[OL]PY[\HSÄSL
has recently been made possible with the advent of 3D printers.
H%&+11)"-.I)#J.DA",/)(7
Creating form via dynamics is truly inspiring. Most 3D applications have
some form of dynamics, this is where real world physics are simulated
within the software rather that manual keyframe animation. This could

3)-4.M9.Radiolarian
Trissocyclus sphaeridium

ILNYH]P[`LNHUVIQLJ[MHSSPUNKV^UZ[HPYZJSV[OZPT\SH[PVUÅ\PKZPT\SH[PVUVYWHY[PJSLK`UHTPJZLNZTVRLÄYL
clouds, mist, etc). Most dynamic simulations will animate not only the position of a given object but will manipulate
[OLVIQLJ[P[ZLSMPUYLZWVUZL-VYL_HTWSL^P[O4H`H»ZU*SV[OHWWSPLK[VZVTLNLVTL[Y`^LJHUKLÄUL[OLVIQLJ[Z
weight, internal pressure, stretch resistance, rigidity, and more. Many of these variables can be set on a per vertex
IHZPZLN[OLIHZLVMHZWOLYLJV\SKILTVYLYPNPK[OHUP[»Z[VW
H%&+11)"-.I)#J.DA",/)(.@,$#)(1+74.
This is where things get very interesting. Particles
OH]LTHU`JVUÄN\YHISLH[[YPI\[LZHUKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
for example particles can be effected by wind and
gravity, they can also be attracted or repelled from
each other or another object. These attributes allow
us to set up many different and dynamic situations
however these particles are only points in space and
are meaningless until we attach geometry. This can
be done in two ways; by replacing the point with a
copy (instance) of an object or creating a mesh that is
KPYLJ[S`PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLWVPU[JSV\KWHY[PJSLZ

3)-4.N9.Particle driven
form on a cube

By representing each particle with a copy of some geometry we can effectively
create form that complies to the same rules as the particles. This is very
useful if we what our particles to be seen as an instance of geometry. In Fig.
8 we see a simple model of where particles represented by an instance of
geometry (seen to the bottom left of the frame) that have been dropped on
and stuck to a cube. Each instance of geometry however can have many of
P[»Z JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ LN WVZP[PVU ZJHSL YV[H[PVU L[J THWWLK [V H ]HYPHISL
generated either directly from the particle engine or a scripted variable created
by the user. In the above simple example all of the characteristics of the
instanced geometry are identical with the exception of position which is being
derived by the position of the particle. However lets now lets effect the
rotation of the instance by its position in the world. We now see in Fig. 9 that
as the pieces fall towards the ground plane they rotate around our object.

3)-4.O9.Same model
with rotated instances

3)-4.8P9.Particle driven form

Things get more interesting when we use the particles as a driver for our
instances rather than a direct translation. Instead of the position of the instanced
J\ILZILPUNKLYP]LKMYVT[OLWHY[PJSL^LUV^ZL[[OLPUZ[HUJLZ[VHÄ_LKSVJH[PVUHUK
then drive their rotation by the age and position of the particles (the same particles
\ZLKPU-PNHUK-PN >LUV^OH]LH]LY`KPMMLYLU[TVKLS-PN;OLTVKLS
created is becoming more complex and the outcome each time is less predictable, in
fact each time the simulation is run we get a different form.
As mentioned earlier another way to generate form from particles is to create a
polygon mesh from the points themselves. There is many variables and thresholds
[OH[JHUJVU[YVSOV^[OLTLZOPZJYLH[LKHUK[V^OH[KL[HPS(ZHUL_WLYPTLU[0»]L
[HRLU H J\IL HUK KP]PKLK [OL MHJLZ PU[V H  _  NYPK ;OL ]LY[PJLZ PU[LYZLJ[PUN
WVPU[ZVU[OLMHJLOH]L[OLUOHK^LPNO[PUNZHWWSPLKMVYZ[PJRPULZZMYPJ[PVUHUKHÄLSK
THNUP[\KL [OH[ ^PSS TVKPM` [OL NLULYHS ZL[[PUNZ VM [OL J\IL ;OL TVZ[ ZPNUPÄJHU[
attribute in this case is the ÄLSKTHNUP[\KL^OPJOOHZHNLULYHSZL[[PUNVMTHRPUN
it very attractive to particles, however each vertex is set with a low weighting value of
HUKHOPNO]HS\LVM0[PZ[OLUWVZZPISLWHPU[VU]HS\LZ^OLYLISHJR$^OPJO
^PSSYLWLSWHY[PJSLZHUK^OP[L$^OPJO^PSSH[[YHJ[WHY[PJSLZZLL-PN

3)-4.889.Field magnitude
weighting on a cube

>LUV^WSHJLHWHY[PJSLLTP[[LYHIV]L[OLZJLUL[OH[MVY[OLÄYZ[MYHTLZJYLH[LZ
WHY[PJSLZH[HYH[LVMZLJMVYH[V[HSVMWHY[PJSLZ;OLZLWHY[PJSLZHSZVOH]LZVTL 3)-4.8:9.Particle Simulation
key attributes, the major ones being mass, self collisions (so that they bounce of each
being run in Maya
other), stickiness, and a self repelling factor. This sets up a behaviour that causes
them to avoid each other if possible however they will stick to each other if they do manage to touch. In Fig. 12 we
can see the particle simulation being run inside of Maya. This simulation proved to be very interesting as can be
seen in Fig. 13. The particles begin to attach to the edges at the start however as they begin to compete for space
they occupy regions of cube that they should be repled from, the particles in these areas begin to move very rapidly
until for some unknown reason they explode from the faces and the form reaches a stable state.

3)-4.8B9.*$+,#)%".%6.,.0,$#)(1+.&$)Q+".6%$/4
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Another form of dynamic simulation is that of cloth. In Maya this is
essentially very similar to a particle simulation however the particles
are arranged along the vertices of a polygon mesh and have the ability
to deform the attached mesh. Again the cloth like the particle
ZPT\SH[PVUZOH]LTHU`JVUÄN\YH[P]LH[[YPI\[LZOV^L]LY[OLYLHYL[OL
added attributes that control the connection between the vertices and
the object as a whole; stretch, bend, compressibility, bend resistance,
internal pressure, etc The cloth will also react to external forces like
wind and gravity and has the ability to be pined to geometry, it can also
be set up to tear when a threshold is exceeded.

3)-4.8C9.nCloth with large
self collision setting

To test cloth dynamics a simple scene containing
three cubic forms on a plane with a cloth above
that is effected by gravity which also has a large self
collision set to increase the distance of the folds.
After the cloth settles a wind is applied and the cloth
TV]LZ HJJVYKPUN [V [OL JVUZ[YHPU[Z JVUÄN\YLK [OL
result of this can be seen in Fig. 14.
0UHZLJVUK[LZ[[OLZHTLIHZPJJVUÄN\YH[PVUL_PZ[Z
however a far more complicated mesh is dropped,
this time the cloth acts in a similar way but has a
tendency to get caught on the corners of the cubes.
It also has less tendency to bend on the edges as
JHUILLZLLUPU[OL[VWSLM[VM-PN

3)-4.8K9.Complex nCloth in Maya

R+7#,1#.50,(+.,"&.3%$/.
Complexity theory provides us with new ways of seeing and knowing space and form. Temporal and spatial
VYNHUPaH[PVUZ JHU IL TVKLSSLK \[PSPZPUN ZPTWSL HSNVYP[OTZ HZ ºZLSMVYNHUPaPUN TVYWOVSVNPLZ» KLÄULK HZ WHY[ VM
HWYVJLZZ;OPZHWWYVHJOYLKLÄULZHYJOP[LJ[\YLHUKSHUKZJHWLHYJOP[LJ[\YLHZHULTLYNLU[V\[JVTLVMK`UHTPJ
YLSH[PVUZVMZPTWSLLSLTLU[ZIV\UKLK[VNL[OLYI`T\S[PWSLMLLKIHJRSVVWZ7H\S*VH[LZ;OLM\UKHTLU[HS
PKLHVM[OPZJOHW[LYPZ[OH[[OLPUP[PHSKLZPNUYLWYLZLU[H[PVUVMHJVTWSL_MVYTVYZWH[PHSVYNHUPaH[PVUPZILZ[KVULI`
\ZPUNHSNVYP[OTZHZ[L_[Z^YP[[LUPUSHUN\HNLYH[OLY[OHUZVTLNYHWOPJZ(Z*VH[LZL_WSHPUZ!
-\UKHTLU[HSS`[OLWYVWVZP[PVUPZ[OH[*OVTZR`»ZKPJ[\T¶[OH[ÄUP[LZ`U[H_HUKSL_PJVUJHUUL]LY[OLSLZZ
NLULYH[LHUPUÄUP[LU\TILYVM\ZLM\S^LSSMVYTLKZ[Y\J[\YLZ¶JHUILHWWSPLK[VHY[PÄJPHSSHUN\HNLZ
and that texts can be written in those languages to generate architectural objects, taken to mean
^LSSMVYTLKJVUÄN\YH[PVUZVMZWHJLHUKMVYT;OPZPZ[OLNLULYH[P]LHSNVYP[OTHUK[OLPKLHPZ[OH[H
generative algorithm is a description of the object as much as the measurement and analysis of the
object, the illustration of the object and the fact of its embodiment in the world.
The examples in this chapter are very simple and the aim is to illustrate the principle rather than attempting to
NLULYH[L JVTWSL[L HYJOP[LJ[\YHS ZWH[PHS VYNHUPaH[PVUZ ;OL` HYL WYVVM VM JVUJLW[ ;OL` HYL ^YP[[LU PU HY[PÄJPHS
or computer language, called Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999). Netlogo itself is embodied in two of the most common
computational frameworks for designing such models. They are known as Cellular Automata (CA) and Agent Based
Modelling (ABM).
*+11'1,$.S'#%/,#,
Cellular automata are discrete and dynamic computational systems. Space in CA is tessellated in a regular lattice.
,HJOWVPU[VM[OPZSH[[PJLPZJHSSLKJLSS[OH[JHUOH]LÄUP[LU\TILYVMZ[H[LZ;PTLPZHSZVKPZJYL[LPU*(HUKWYVJLLKZ
in iterative steps, i.e. t, t+1, t+2, t+4, etc. The states of the cells are updated in a parallel manner according to a local
rule, commonly concerning just the cell in question and the neighbouring cells, at every time step, i.e. the state of a
JLSSH[[PTL[KLWLUKZVU[OLZ[H[LVM[OLJLSSHUK[OLZ[H[LZVMP[ZULPNOIV\YZH[[PTL[(SSVM[OLJLSSZHYL\WKH[LK
synchronously and the state of the entire lattice advances in discrete time steps. Cellular automata have been
used as a simulation technique in the study of an impressively wide range of urban phenomena, including regional
NYV^[O\YIHUZWYH^SNLU[YPÄJH[PVUYLZPKLU[PHSNYV^[OWVW\SH[PVUK`UHTPJZLJVUVTPJHJ[P]P[`HUKLTWSV`TLU[
OPZ[VYPJHS\YIHUPaH[PVUSHUK\ZLL]VS\[PVUHUKWVS`JLU[YPJP[`[VUHTLI\[HML^;OLHYJOP[LJ[\YHSPU[LYWYL[H[PVUZVM
*(HYLZ[\KPLKI`+L]L[HJV]PJL[HS *VH[LZL[HS 2YH^Ja`RHUKTHU`V[OLYZ
;OLÄYZ[L_HTWSLPZH]LYZPVUVM.HTLVM3PMLHUKPZWYVIHIS`[OLILZ[RUV^UL_HTWSLVMJLSS\SHYH\[VTH[VU0[^HZ
KL]PZLKI`[OL)YP[PZOTH[OLTH[PJPHU1VOU*VU^H`PU 0U.HTLVM3PML[OL^VYSKPZH[^VKPTLUZPVUHSNYPKVM
JLSSZ,]LY`JLSSOHZVULVM[^VWVZZPISLZ[H[LZ¶HSP]L^OP[LVYISHJRKLH[O([L]LY`[PTLZ[LWLHJOJLSSPU[LYHJ[Z
^P[OP[ZLPNO[ULPNOIV\YZ[OLJLSSZ]LY[PJHSS`OVYPaVU[HSS`VYKPHNVUHSS`HKQHJLU[[VP[+LZJYPILKPU,UNSPZO[OLY\SLZ
of interaction are:
 If I am black (death) and have at least one neighbour that is white (alive), I become white (alive).
 If I am white (alive) and have more than desired number (threshold variable that can be adjusted by the
person who is running the model) of white (alive) neighbours, I turn black (death).

0U 5L[SVNV [OL JLSSZ HYL JHSSLK ºWH[JOLZ» JLSS»Z JVSV\Y PZ JHSSLK ºWJVSVY» HUK [OL HSNVYP[OT L_WYLZZLK HZ [L_[ PU
HY[PÄJPHSSHUN\HNLPL5L[SVNVSVVRZSPRL[OH[!
ask patches
BPMLSZLWJVSVY$ISHJR
BPMJV\U[ULPNOIVYZ^P[OBWJVSVY$^OP[LD%BZL[WJVSVY^OP[LDD
BPMJV\U[ULPNOIVYZ^P[OBWJVSVY$^OP[LD%[OYLZOVSKBZL[WJVSVYISHJRDDD
end

G+-,)+5?2#H#/.#IC,-:C356)#H#/JJ

G+-,)+5?2#H#=.#IC,-:C356)#H#/JJ

G+-,)+5?2#H#K.#IC,-:C356)#H#/JJ

3)-4.8L9.2D Game of life.
([ÄYZ[^OH[JV\SKILL_WLJ[LKI`Z\JOHUHSNVYP[OTPZYHUKVTS`KPZ[YPI\[LKHYYH`
of black and white cells. The truth is that the outcomes are rather symmetrical
WH[[LYUZYLJVNUPaHISLMYVTHZ`UVW[PJ]PL^WVPU[ZLL-PN;OLWVPU[[VUV[LPZ
that the pattern is visible only to the observer, the person who is running the model,
[OLJLSSZHYLUV[ºH^HYL»VMP["[OL`Q\Z[ºRUV^»[OLTZLS]LZHUK[OLPYLPNO[ULPNOIV\YZ
This is probably the most canonical example of emergence. The overall description
of the pattern is NOT in the algorithm. Without any additional programming the
Game of Life can be played in 3D. The only difference is that every cell has 26
neighbours (Fig. 17)
The second example is a cellular automaton that generates Voronoi tessellations
of space i.e., minimum energy pathways between a set of points. Voronoi patterns
occur spontaneously (bottom up) in nature at variety of scales. They resemble
biological cells, forest canopies, territories of animals, fur and shell patterns, crystal
NYV^[O HUK NYHPU NYV^[O JYHJRZ PU KYPLK T\K L[J ;OL [YHKP[PVUHS [VWKV^U
HUHS`[PJHSTL[OVK[VKYH^Z\JO[LZZLSSH[PVUZSVVRZYH[OLYJS\TZ`HUKKVLZU»[ZLLT
to capture the underlying dynamic of the phenomenon. It is explained by Aranda
HUK3HZJO!

3)-4.8M9.BD.R,/+.%6.
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1. Take a set of points.
2. Construct a bisector between one point and all the others.
3. The Voronoi cell is bounded by the intersection of these bisectors.
4. Repeat for each point in the set.
4\JOTVYLºUH[\YHS»PZ[OLHSNVYP[OT\ZPUN[OLWHYHSSLSJVTW\[H[PVUVM*(;OL^VYSK
again is regular, two dimensional grid of cells (patches) overlaid with set of points.
The algorithm is:

3)-4.8N9.:D.;%$%"%).
U+77+11,#)%"

 Take set of points and colour them differently.
 Every cell colours itself to the colour of the nearest point.
Once again the Voronoi pattern is not in the algorithm, it emerges just by
following the local rules described above. In Netlogo language the algorithm is
described in the following way:
to recolor
ask patches
BZL[WJVSVYBJVSVYDVMTPUVULVMWVPU[ZBKPZ[HUJLT`ZLSMDD
end
The Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show variations of Voronoi tessellations in 2D. CA
models outputs are symbolic or topological descriptions of space, i.e.
networks, grids, etc and should not be interpreted as metric partitions of
space. The authors mentioned at the beginning of this section experimented

3)-4.8O9.?%'"&,$)+7.%6.
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^P[O[YHUZSH[PUN[OLV\[W\[ZVM*(TVKLSZPU[VNLVTL[YPJZWH[PHSVYNHUPaH[PVUZI\[[OLMVYTH[VM[OPZJOHW[LYKVLZU»[
allow us to elaborate on that. The interested reader can refer to the articles listed in the references.
S-+"#.?,7+&.H%&+11)"-.VS?HW
;OPZ[`WLVMTVKLSSPUNKLZJYPILZ[PTLHUKZWHJL\ZPUNHNLU[Z¶H\[VUVTV\Z
little computers. In Netlogo agents are called turtles. Every agent has a strategy,
\Z\HSS`KLÄULKPUWHYHTL[YPJZWHJLHUKPZH^HYLVMWHY[VMP[ZZ\YYV\UKPUNZ(SS
of the agents try to implement their strategies synchronously and can alter their
positions in metric space at discrete time steps. The actions of the agents are
undertaken in Euclidian space and therefore distances, angles, and other
TL[YPJZ HYL ZPNUPÄJHU[ (NLU[ )HZLK 4VKLSZ HYL T\JO TVYL ÅL_PISL TVIPSL
and dynamic than the restricted topological tessellations of Cellular Automata.
ABM are extensively studied in ecology, social sciences, and urban planning.
Attempts to translate them in architectural context have been made by
*VH[LZ4V[[YHT;\YULY[VUHTLQ\Z[HML^
;OLÄYZ[[^VL_HTWSLZJYLH[LZPTWSLNLVTL[YPJZOHWLZSPRL[YPHUNSLZHUKJPYJSLZ 3)-4.:P9.>+0+1.-+"+$,#+&.0,##+$"
without any knowledge of geometry and exemplify once again the concept of
emergence using parallel computation. We will begin with the triangle example.
The algorithmic text (in English) is:
 Create a set of points at random.
 Each point faces the closest point to itself.
 Each point takes a step backwards.
 Repeat this many times.
Opposite to what might be expected from such algorithm after number of
iterations the points settle down on a triangular lattice. This happens because
when ever they move away from this grid they are in unstable situation and will
MHSS IHJR PU[V [OL [YPHUN\SHY WH[[LYU ZLL -PN  ;OPZ TVKLS WYV]PKLZ UPJL
example of how an algorithm itself can have an epistemic independence of the
structural output of the model. In Netlogo the text is expressed like that:

3)-4.:89.S##$,(#.
-+"+$,#+&.0,##+$"

to repel
ask turtles
BZL[JSVZLZ[[\Y[SLTPUVULVMV[OLY[\Y[SLZBKPZ[HUJLT`ZLSMD
MHJLJSVZLZ[[\Y[SL
IHJRD
end
The second example is how a circle can emerge from bottom up interactions
^P[OV\[HU`[VWKV^UNLVTL[Y`;OLPKLHPZ[VKVL_HJ[S`[OLVWWVZP[LMYVT[OL
ÄYZ[L_HTWSLHUK^HZWYVWVZLKI`9LZUPJR PLG
 *YLH[LVULWVPU[JHSSLKº*LU[YL»

3)-4.::9.S##$,(#.X.$+0+1.
-+"+$,#+&.0,##+$"

 Create set of points at random.
 Each point faces the centre
 If it is too close make a step backwards, if it is too far take a step back.
 9LWLH[
The result is an uneven circle made of points that shimmers into being rather
than being constructed deliberately. (seeFig. 21)
The Netlogo code is:
to attract
ask turtles
[ face centre
ifelse distance centre < radius
BIRD
BMKDD
end

3)-4.:B9.S##$,(#.X.$+0+1.
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If both attract and repel algorithms are run at the same time the points will spread themselves along the circumference
VM[OLJPYJSL;VHJOPL]LTVYLJVTWSL_YLZ\S[Z^LJHUTHRL[^V[`WLZVMHNLU[Z¶H[[YHJ[VYZHUKWVPU[Z([[YHJ[VYZ
can be distributed randomly or can form some pattern. The points are attracted to the closest attractor and repelled
MYVTLHJOV[OLY;OLYLZ\S[PZHNHPULTLYNLU[¶=VYVUVPKPHNYHTHZKLZJYPILKPU*LSS\SHY(\[VTH[HZLJ[PVUZLL
Fig. 22) Different emergent pattern can be constructed with the same algorithms if the attractors start moving. The

results will be branching structures that can resemble hydrological patterns, animal and pedestrian trails, etc. (see
Fig. 23)
This chapter illustrates how complex spatial and temporal patterns can be modelled as dynamic collective
aggregations of simple units bounded together by multiple feedback loops. Parallel computing allows the algorithm
to unfold in unpredictable ways and to provide us with emergent spatial patterns that can be observed synoptically.
Most importantly the global pattern is gestalt constructed by the reader and is not inherent in the model. Coates
Z[YLZZLZ[OH[!
¸:VPM[OLV\[W\[PZSHYNLY[OHU[OLY\SL[OLUVULPZQ\Z[PÄLKPUJSHPTPUN[OH[[OL^OVSLZ`Z[LTPZJVTWSL_
rather than complicated”.
In order models (like those described above) to be of any use, it is crucial not to over specify the problem, this is
to say, the algorithm should not contain the answer to the problem. The outcome should emerge from interactions
VMZPTWSLTVYLNLULYHSY\SLZ;OLHY[VM[OLZLTVKLSZPZWHYZPTVU`:PT\SH[PVUZZOV\SKOH]LºLWPZ[LTPJH\[VUVT`»
PUVYKLY[VNLULYH[LºZ[Y\J[\YHSH\[VUVT`»7HZR ;OLHSNVYP[OTKLZJYPILZ[OLMVYTHZHWYVJLZZ\Z\HSS`H
ZPTWSLWYVJLZZ0[YLZLTISLZ[VNYLH[L_[LU[[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLUNLUV[`WLHUKWOLUV[`WL¶[OL+5(VMHU
VYNHUPZTKVLZU»[RUV^^OH[[OLVYNHUPZT^PSSSVVRSPRL¸;OLKPZ[YPI\[LKYLWYLZLU[H[PVUTLHUZ[OH[[OLWH[[LYUPZ
UV[JVKLKHU`^OLYLI\[L]LY`^OLYL¹7H\S*VH[LZ
*%"(1'7)%"
This paper has outlined many different approaches to digitise complex form and even though many of the models
have been relatively simple they could easily be developed further to interrogate a design and perhaps even drive a
design. As a process that creates complex form can not have a predicted outcome the creation within a digital work
ÅV^T\Z[LP[OLY[HRLHUHSNVYP[OTPJHWWYVHJOVYYLWSPJH[LVUL[OH[OHZILLUJYLH[LK^P[OPUUH[\YHSWYVJLZZLZ(Z
the use of generic CAD tools seldom allow for this we must take an alternative approach to creating form outside of
these applications in new and innovative ways. Evolutionary design is not just a computer search in some type of
parametric space, but it creates new space that accommodates the design.
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